[Simulation of speech perception with cochlear implants : Influence of frequency and level of fundamental frequency components with electronic acoustic stimulation].
After implantation of cochlear implants with hearing preservation for combined electronic acoustic stimulation (EAS), the residual acoustic hearing ability relays fundamental speech frequency information in the low frequency range. With the help of acoustic simulation of EAS hearing perception the impact of frequency and level fine structure of speech signals can be systematically examined. The aim of this study was to measure the speech reception threshold (SRT) under various noise conditions with acoustic EAS simulation by variation of the frequency and level information of the fundamental frequency f0 of speech. The study was carried out to determine to what extent the SRT is impaired by modification of the f0 fine structure. Using partial tone time pattern analysis an acoustic EAS simulation of the speech material from the Oldenburg sentence test (OLSA) was generated. In addition, determination of the f0 curve of the speech material was conducted. Subsequently, either the parameter frequency or level of f0 was fixed in order to remove one of the two fine contour information of the speech signal. The processed OLSA sentences were used to determine the SRT in background noise under various test conditions. The conditions "f0 fixed frequency" and "f0 fixed level" were tested under two different situations, under "amplitude modulated background noise" and "continuous background noise" conditions. A total of 24 subjects with normal hearing participated in the study. The SRT in background noise for the condition "f0 fixed frequency" was more favorable in continuous noise with 2.7 dB and in modulated noise with 0.8 dB compared to the condition "f0 fixed level" with 3.7 dB and 2.9 dB, respectively. In the simulation of speech perception with cochlear implants and acoustic components, the level information of the fundamental frequency had a stronger impact on speech intelligibility than the frequency information. The method of simulation of transmission of cochlear implants allows investigation of how various parameters influence speech intelligibility in subjects with normal hearing.